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Abstract: The main purpose of this paper is to make available an algorithm to perform Boolean set operations on 
nonconvex polygons. Along the way the representation of polygons by oriented boundaries and vertex sets is 
discussed. It is found that the logical core of the method is simple due to a topological steering criterion that applies 
equally to all Boolean operations. The computational provisions are briefly explained, and an example and an 
application end the paper. There are three figures and an Appendix with APL codes. 
Keywork Boolean operations, nonconvex polygons, topological steering. 
Introduction 
This report makes available a set of APL-programmed procedures that will obtain the 
intersection, the union and both set differences on any two simply connected polygons. The 
polygons are assumed to be represented by their ordered vertex sets; the possibly disconnected 
and/or multiply connected polygonal result is given by a collection of such sets. The codes 
incorporate controls for singular logical situations. 
The above methods were developed for a locational analysis of competitive behaviour of chain 
stores (Von Hohenbalken and West [3]), for demand analysis in telecommunications (Von 
Hohenbalken and West [4]), and for the investigation of shopping centre hierarchies (West, Von 
Hohenbalken and Kroner, [5]). Because polygons will serve as approximations to smoothly 
bounded sets, these procedures can be useful in other fields, e.g., geographical map design. 
Section 2 gives a series of definitions and propositions on the representation of simple 
polygons and their complements by directed boundaries. Section 3 introduces and proves the 
(surprisingly simple) logical structure of our algorithm for set operations. Section 4 explains how 
these algorithmic ideas are computationally implemented, and Section 5 gives remedies for 
singular situations (e.g., vertices of one polygon lying on edges of the other). In Section 6 the 
* A first draft appeared as working paper (cahier 8556) of the Department of Economics at the Universite de 
Montreal. 
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APL-codes that appear in the appendix are introduced together with minimal syntax to run 
them. Section 7 gives an example (for possible tracing through the codes) where singular 
situations and a hole in P U Q are handled; a large location-economic application is also 
discussed. 
2. Representation by directed boundaries 
It is well-known that a simple closed curve A in R2 partitions the plane into two pieces, say P 
on the inside and its complement - P on the outside. If A is oriented anticlockwise, it is by 
convention taken to be the boundary of P, and a line integral along A will assign to P a positive 
area. If A is reversed to clockwise direction, it has two interpretations: A can be regarded as the 
boundary of a hole in - P, to which the same integral gives (fittingly) a negative area. Or A can 
be seen as representing the finite boundary of - P, the unbounded complement that surrounds 
P. 
With respect to the latter view there is an important symmetry between P and - P that needs 
emphasis : 
Lemma 2.1. As one leaves P, its anticlockwise oriented boundary will cross from right to left. As one 
leaves - P, its clockwise oriented boundary will also cross from right to left. 
Proof: Check a picture. 0 
This trivial fact plays a central role in our algorithm in Section 3. 
Definition 2.2. P c R’ 2 is a simple polygon if P is bounded by a simple, closed, piece-wise linear 
curve. 
Speaking operationally, a simply polygon P can be represented (i.e., fully described) by its 
ordered vertex set. This is clear from the above definition and the fact that a polygonal curve is 
specified by its sequence of vertices. In line with our conventions on curves, we take P’s vertex 
set to be anticlockwise ordered, and denote it be vert e P. The clockwise ordered vertex set of the 
P-shaped hole in - P we denote by vert ~ P. 
Lemma 2.3. vert c - P = vert -t P 
Proof. The formula states that the same ordered vertex set describes the boundary of - P and of 
the P-shaped hole in it. The different notations merely indicate that the same clockwise oriented 
boundary appears right-to-left directed when seen from - P, while it appears left-to-right 
directed when viewed from inside the P-shaped hole. 
Theorem 2.4 (Green’s formula). Let { p’, . . . , pm } be the anticlockwise ordered vertex set of a 
simple polygon P. Then 
(a) the area of P is given by 
S = :(det[ p1,p2] + . . . +det[ pm,pl]) > 0; 
(b) applied to the reversed vertex set { pm,. . . , p’}, the formula yields - S. 
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Proof. (a) The formula is a discrete implementation of Green’s theorem on line integrals; see [l, 
p. 4781. 
(b) follows from the fact that all m 2 by 2 determinants in the formula have their columns 
interchanged. 0 
The next theorem demonstrates that one single method for intersection suffices to do all set 
operations on polygons. 
Theorem 2.5. Let P and Q be simple polygons. Assume there is a method that uses only a local 
topological criterion (“move forward on one boundary and switch to other when it crosses from right 
to left “) to produce vert + P U Q from the inputs vert t P and vert e Q. Then exactly the same 
method will produce the vertex sets of P\ Q, Q\ P and - (P U Q) f rom suitable reorientations of 
the input sets. 
Proof. The gist of the proof is that if a method can do one of two different jobs, and can’t 
distinguish between the jobs, then it can do them both. 
More elaborately: one knows that all Boolean set operations can be expressed by complemen- 
tation and intersection alone, viz. 
P\Q=Pn -Q, Q\P=Qn -P, -(PUQ)=-Pn-Q. 
Lemma 2.1 indicates that boundaries defined by vert t P, vert + Q behave locally exactly like 
those defined by vert + - P, vert t - Q at crossings out of the set. Therefore, if the algorithm 
converts (using its local criterion) the inputs 
vert t P, vert+Q intovert+PnQ, 
then it will equally convert 
vert+P, vert, -Q intovert,Pn -Q, 
vert t -P, vert+Q intovert, -PnQ, 
vert t -P, vert,-Q intovert,-PP-Q. 
Using the above and Lemma 2.3 (vert + - P = vert ~ P) one concludes that one single algorithm 
will transform 
vert+P, vert+Q to vert+Pn Q, 
vert+P,vert,Q tovert+P/Q, 
vert ~ P, vert + Q to vert + Q/P, 
vert,P,vert,Q tovert,-(PUQ). Cl 
Remark. vert + - (P U Q) above actually represents the complement of the union of P and Q, 
rather than the union itself. By Lemma 2.3, vert + -(PUQ)=vert,PUQ which, after 
reversal, yields the proper anticlockwise ordered vertex sets of P u Q. 
The final item in this section points out that set operations on simple nonconvex polygons 
may lead to result sets which are disconnected and/or multiply connected (i.e., consist of several 
pieces with holes). Such sets are still polygons by the following reasonable definition. 
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Definition 2.6. A polygon is any compact subset of Iw2 with a polygonal boundary. 
We shall represent such results of our algorithm by collections of ordered vertex sets, e.g. 
{vert +Ri, vert +R2, vert ,R,,. . . }. 
A collection like this is rendered as a three-rowed matrix whose first row identifies the 
constituent vertex sets; see Section 7. 
3. The logical structure of the algorithm 
There are various ways to introduce an algorithm. We have chosen here to present its logical 
flow structure in the forms of two theorems, unencumbered by computational details. Explana- 
tions are cast into proof form. It will be seen that a simple topological device can deal with all 
Boolean varieties. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the boundaries of P and Q be two simple, closed, directed curves A and B that 
cross each other. Then Algorithm 3.1 below will produce the complete result set associated with any 
of the 4 combinations of orientation of A and B (complete means all pieces if there are more than 
one, and holes). 
Algorithm 3.1 (assumes A and B cross). 
(1) Starting anywhere, move forward along one of the directed boundaries, and switch to the 
other boundary as soon as it crosses from right to left. 
(2) Always moving forward, repeat the switch at each subsequent crossing until the first 
switching point is met again. Store the vertices and crossing points encountered in this 
cycle. 
(3) Repeat (1) and (2) above, but ignore crossings already stored. If a cycle finds no crossing 
points, terminate. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The four types of result set R arising when A and/or B are oriented 
anticlockwise or clockwise are P n Q, P n - Q, - P n Q and - P r‘l - Q (see also Theorem 
2.5). A and B being simple, closed and directed implies that the boundaries of all result sets are 
also simple, closed and directed curves (this holds for each piece separately if R happens to be 
disconnected, and for each hole). 
Moving forward along say A and encountering a point where B crosses from right to left 
means that the piece of A percurred before crossing is part of the boundary of the result set R. 
(This follows from our convention on directed boundaries that one is inside a set whenever one 
observes a right-to-left boundary; see also Lemma 2.1). Switching onto B at such a crossing 
keeps one on the boundary of R. Now, because B crossing A right to left means that A crosses B 
left to right at the same spot, and because right-to-left and left-to-right crossings alternate along 
both A and B, the next crossing coming up as one moves along B will be A crossing from right 
to left. To stay on the boundary of R one therefore again switches, then moves, then switches, 
and so on; (the total number of switches will always be even). 
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Because the boundary of R is a closed curve one will necessarily arrive back at the first 
crossing point that was recognized. On the way one has percurred all vertices and crossing points 
belonging to R. Their ordered collection is (one of) the vertex set(s) of R, which one stores. 
If a first run-through uses up all crossing points of A and B, R is a connected polygon 
without holes. If some crossing points are left over they belong to either further chunks of R or 
to holes in R (if the associated vertex sets turn out to be clockwise ordered). Renewed search 
procedures starting along A or B will recover their vertex sets and also further deplete the supply 
of crossing points. Since there are only finitely many, the algorithm will eventually stop, with all 
pieces and holes of R delineated and stored. 0 
The second case when the boundaries of the polygons P and Q do not cross is less complex 
and one clever computational tool will deal with it. Completeness and the diversity of possible 
results make its inclusion worthwhile. 
Theorem 3.2. Let the boundaries of P and Q be two simple, closed, directed curves A and B that do 
not cross. Then Algorithm 3.2 below will indicate the proper result contingent on the three possible 
configurations of P and Q and the four directional combinations of A and B. 
Algorithm 3.2 (assumes A and B don’t cross). 
(1) Determine how often B crosses and arbitrary ray emanating from some point in P. 
(a) If the number of crossings is odd one has P c Q; go to associated column of table in 
(4). 
(b) If number is even, go to (2). 
(2) Determine how often A crosses a ray from a point in Q. 
(a) If the number of crossings is odd one has Q c P; go to column so marked of table in 
(4). 
(b) If number is even, go to (3). 
(3) Conclude that P and Q are disjoint; go to associated column of table in (4). 
(4) Table of results and associated vertex sets. 
Result Vertex sets Configurations 
sought given f’=Q Q=P PnQ=j3 
PnQ 
f’\Q 
vert + P, vert + Q P 
vert + P 
vert _ P, vert _ Q B 
Q\P vert _ P, vert _ Q Q with 
P-shaped hole 
PUQ vert _ P, vert _ Q 
vert _ Q, vert _ P 
Q 
vert _ Q 
Q 
vert _ Q 
B 
P with 
Q-shaped hole 
vert _ P, vert _ Q 
P 
vert + P 
B Q 
vert _ Q 
P 
vert _ P 
P. Q 
vert _ P, vert _ Q 
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Proof. In the case of A and B not crossing, it is easy to see that there are just three alternative 
configurations: P c Q, Q c P and P n Q = ,0. Brief introspection helped by pictures will reveal 
the resulting R in each of the three configurations when the intersection, the two differences or 
the union of P and Q are sought. The 12 contingencies are shown in the table. 
The criterion that decides which configuration obtains uses the fact that a ray emanating from 
irrside a closed curve must cross it at least once, or any odd number of times depending on how 
many folds of the curve the ray penetrates. A ray starting on the outside of the closed curve 
might miss it altogether or pierce it an even number of times (always going in and then out 
again). Cl 
4. The computational mechanics 
In the Appendix the tested APL-codes of the present method are given; they embody a 
complete and consistent description of the computational arrangements, and details can be 
elucidated by tracing test problems as they percolate through these codes. It therefore seems best 
to paint here with a broad brush to enhance ‘global’ understanding. For the same reason we 
relegate to the next section problems which arise when vertices of one polygon are incident on 
vertices or edges of the other. 
Denote the ordered vertex sets of P and Q now by 
{p’, . . ., p”} and { qm+l,. . ., q,+,}. 
To avoid ambiguity in indexing we associate with each vertex the edge that follows it; in 
particular, the edge m starts with p” and has p1 as its end point. Keeping this obvious 
circularity in mind we define edges as 
{hp’+(l-X)pi+l~O~X<l}, i=l,...,m, 
{pqj+(l-p)qj+l~O<p<l}, j=m+l,...,m+n. 
Each pair of edges will be in one of two states: its edges cross or they don’t cross. To obtain this 
information we use Cramer’s rule to attack the mn pairs of equations in the variables h and p. A 
typical pair is 
hp’+ (1 - A)p’+l= /.Lqj+ (1 - X)qj+l. 
Collecting terms and renaming the coefficient vectors yields 
ah + b, = c, a, b, c E Iw2. 
By Cramer’s rule 
X* = det[c,b] t det[a,b], p* = det[a,c] + det[a,b]; 
a crossing occurs iff det[a,b] f 0 and both A*, p* E [O,l]. Because APL handles arrays effi- 
ciently, we calculate these determinants all at once; for each crossing point, h* and l.~* are 
stored together with the indices of the edges involved (see below). 
At this juncture one will know whether the boundaries of P and Q cross or not (for the 
touching case, see Section 5), and one can enter the proper channel of computation: If there is no 
crossing, the ‘piercing ray’ of Algorithm 3.2 is brought into play, in a fashion similar to above. 
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P Q 
0 18 18 0 6 30 12 
0 0 ia ia 6 24 24 
1 2 
PnQ -(PuQ)=-Pn-Q 
P\Q=Pn-Q Q\P=Qn-P 
Fig. 1. 
9 z 7 3 
Otherwise Algorithm 3.1 is run as seen in the following example: Letting the columns stand for 
points in R*, we take 
vert+P= 0 18 18 0 0 18 1 ’ vert 6 30 12 = c Q 24 24 1 .
These vertex sets are ordered anticlockwise and thus the algorithm will deliver the intersection 
P n Q. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the boundaries of P and Q cross twice; the relevant statistics 
are collected in the matrix 
2 3 
C= 5 7 
1 I 
0.167 0.556 
0.5 0.667 
each column pertains to one crossing point; rows 1 and 2 give the indices of (the leading vertices 
of) the edges involved; rows 3, 4 contain the associated convex weights X* and p* (of pi E P 
and qj E Q). 
The data in C clearly determine the coordinates of the crossing points. More importantly, 
however, C contains the topological information which Algorithm 3.1 needs to form symbolic 
versions of the ordered vertex sets of P and Q, interspersed with the crossing points at the right 
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places. By labelling the k = 2 crossing points 8 and 9 (m + n + 1,. . . , m + n + k in general, in no 
particular order), the augmented vertex sets can be seen to be 
S = {1,2,8,3,9,4}, T= {5,8,6,7,9) 
(in cases where an edge is crossed more than once, the convex weights serve to determine the 
proper forward sequence of crossings along the edge). 
According to Algorithm 3.1 one finds (with the help of Green’s formula) a right-to-left 
crossing point (9 in S), switches to 9 on T, moves forward circularly through 5 to crossing 8, 
switches back to S at 8, moves forward on S through 3 to 9, where one (here the only) circuit is 
complete. When, according to prescription, the used crossings 8 and 9 are set aside, none remain 
for a second round and we have found the symbolic vertex set of the intersection of P and Q, 
{ 9,5,8,3}. 
Replacing the symbols by the associated points in lR2 one obtains 
vert,Pfl Q= 18 18 10 6 5  8  1 
which can be checked to be the counterclockwise ordered vertex set of P n Q. By feeding the 
algorithm vertex sets that are differently ordered, the results of the other set operations are found 
in exactly the same manner, without any adjustment of the code. See Fig. 1 for such results. 
5. Control of singular situations 
In Section 4 we ignored the possibility of boundaries A and B meeting at comers. Although 
with random polygons the probability of this happening is zero, it does occur frequently in 
examples and applications (see Section 7). 
If the relative interior of an edge of P meets the relative interior of an edge of Q in one point, 
one can be sure that these edges really ‘cross’, which means that one definitely enters or leaves a 
set. The difficulty when endpoints of edges are involved is that local information (which can be 
garnered from the matrix C) does not suffice anymore to make this decision. If, say, the ith 
vertex of P falls on an edge of Q, two columns of C with (i - 1) and i in the first row will have a 
0 and a 1 in the third row, but it remains undecidable whether A penetrated B or just bounced 
off. Analyzing the angles of entry and exit relative to the edge with Green’s formula helps in 
some instances. If, however, the boundaries join and move on together, only global information 
can help. 
We cut this Gordian knot be ‘jiggling’ one of the polygons, which (almost always) yields a 
pattern of unequivocal crossings. However, only topological information is taken from this 
perturbed structure. After it is established where crossings actually take place, the crossing points 
themselves are computed using the unperturbed weights lodged in the original matrix C. Thus 
the results will not be contaminated with perturbations. Understandably, duplicate crossing 
points are sometimes generated this way, but one of the twins is easily eliminated. 
The perturbation can be a simple translation by an epsilon in a random direction, or it could 
be a small contraction or expansion around the barycentre of the polygon. In the case of P n Q, 
a contraction will prevent contentless overlaps if P and Q are contiguous; if P U Q is sought, an 
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expansion will tend to join contiguous pieces. Our codes use the latter method and make 
adjustments automatically, depending on the orientation of the boundaries of P and Q. 
6. The APL codes 
All codes appear in the appendix. The ‘supervisor’ code AND and its subroutines have been 
given names such that their alphabetical listing roughly coincides with their appearance in use, 
which makes tracing easier. Most codes contain brief comments on their purpose and require- 
ments. There is no need, however, for a user to penetrate the inner workings of the codes. If all 
codes given here are present in an APL workspace, only the supervisor code AND needs to be 
invoked. Its syntax is given here, as well as in the comments inside the function. 
AND is a dyadic APL-function with explicit output; its inputs are two 2-rowed matrices with 
arbitrary names, say X and E its output is a 3-rowed matrix with an arbitrary name, say 2. The 
first row of Z identifies the vertex sets of the results, while rows 2 and 3 contain the coordinates 
of the vertices, e.g. 
I 1111222.. z=. . . . . . . . . . 1 
L. . . . . . . . .J 
Given X and Y are anticlockwise ordered vertex sets of simple polygons (see Section 2 for 
definitions), and with the APL symbol Cp signifying reversal, one obtains 
vert,Xn Y=Z+XANDY, Vert+X\Y=Z+XAND+Y, 
Vert,XUY=Z+Q(+X)AND$Y, Vert,Y\X=Z+(+X)AND Y, 
7. Example and applications 
Figure 2 shows two polygons whose Boolean interactions test the mettle of any algorithm like 
ours: as can be seen, Y’s boundary slices through a comer of X, and elsewhere ‘bounces off’ X’s 
boundary. Unsophisticated approaches stumble badly over such singularities, and a lion’s share 
of development time has been spent to ensure smooth and stable results under all such 
constellations. 
If two interacting polygons are both convex, their boundaries can cross at most 4 times. With 
nonconvexities present, any (even) number of crossings may occur, and multiply connected 
results are possible. In our case the union of X and Y 
xur=-(-xn- Y) delineated by +(+X) AND (pY 
has connectivity 2, i.e., a triangular hole is present; its vertex set 
[ 
20 20 35 
40 70 70 1 
is clockwise ordered as the theory demands. X\ Y, X\ Y and Y\ X all consist of several chunks, 
as can be checked in picture and numerical output. 
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X 
50 50 20 20 50 50 10 10 
20 30 30 70 70 80 80 20 
Y 
40 40 5 
10 80 10 
X AND 
111 
Y 
112 2 2 
40 20 20 10 40 35 40 40 
30 30 40 20 20 70 70 80 
I 
@(@XI AND @Y 
2 2 211111111111 
20 20 35 5 40 40 50 50 40 40 50 50 10 10 
40 70 70 10 10 20 20 30 30 70 70 80 80 20 
-I 50 [ I 20 
40 Cl 10 
X AND $Y 
1111112 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
20 20 35 40 10 10 40 50 50 40 40 50 50 40 
40 70 70 8G 80 20 70 70 80 80 20 20 30 30 
($X) AND Y 
111112 2 2 2 
40 35 20 20 40 40 10 5 40 
70 70 40 30 30 20 20 10 10 
Fig. 2. 
We proceed to an empirical application of our algorithms: Fig. 3 shows a stylized picture of the 
city of Edmonton in Alberta, Canada, with two superimposed partitions. The heavy framework is 
a Voronoi diagram of the points V, P, C, which served to approximate the market areas of 
supermarket chains. The thinly bordered polygons are Edmonton’s census tracts; the dotted line 
just emphasizes the river that splits the city. (See [3] and [4].) 
Our main goal was to estimate the population in the market areas of all establishments. For a 
given market area M and census tracts Tk the population of market area 
M = c ,(size of M n Tk) . (population of T,)/size of Tk. 
Given the oriented vertex sets of M and of all census tracts Tk and the population count in each 
Tk, this formula can clearly be evaluated using our polygon algorithm and Green’s formula. For 
many k, however, M n Tk will be empty, and thus much redundant intersection labour can be 
saved by weeding out beforehand census tracts that don’t overlap M. A non-intersecting tract is 
recognized if its convex hull is separated from M by a supporting line of M. 
If one assumes that census tracts cover the whole city, the city limits can be found by 
calculating the vertex sets of the union of census tracts. Given a 3-rowed matrix containing all 
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Fig. 3. 
census tracts, a special code uses the ‘inflation’ perturbation (see Section 5) in the polygon 
algorithm to sequentially agglomerate all tracts without seams. Output is a much smaller matrix 
with the vertex set of the city boundary (the code COVERING is available on request). 
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Appendix 
V G+P AND Q:M:N;V;V;A;B;S;T;R;MAX 
[ll a B.V.H., 28AVG87. BOOLEAN OPERATIONS ON POLYGONS 
c21 R PnQ f+ PnQ ++ P AND Q 
CSI R P\Q ++ Pn(-Q) ++ P AND $4 
C41 n Q\P ++ (-P)nQ f+ (@P) AND Q 
CSI R PuQ ++ -((-P)n(-4)) ++ @ (@P) AND @Q 
C61 n MAX IS NO.OF PAIRS OF EDGES EXAMINED AT ONCE 
[71 MAX+1600 
[81 V+ 4 0 pM+l+pP 
191 N+l+pR+Q 
cl03 ~l:v+P COEFFICIENTS R 
Cl11 +AZx1-v/ 1 2 cl+V[3 4 ;l 
Cl21 U+rI,(O~pv)lV 
El31 +A1 ,t R+ECKEN R 
Cl41 AZ:+A~XI-OE~V 
Cl51 +O..G+P FREEBORD Q 
1;;; A3:A+B+P GRID V 
+AllxtOcpV 
Cl81 A+P GRID V GETORIG V 
1191 A4:S+INDICES V 
[ZOI S+S IOSTART T 
c211 G+S KARVSELL T 
c221 G+G~l;l.Cl1~P.Q.A~C;G~2:ll 
C231 G+LIAISON 6 ROUND G 
V 
V A-AREA M 
Cl1 nB.V.H.. MAY84; GREEN'S LINE INTEGRAL FORMULA 
c21 A+0.5x-/+lMxel@M 
V 
V V+P COEFFICIENTS Q:H:O;I:J;S 
Cl1 R B.V.B..9SEP87. EXAMINES CROSSINGS IN 'MAX' CBUfIK.9 
c21 R GLOBAL INPUT: M N MAX 
[31 X+rMAX+M 
[Sl V+ 4 0 pS+tN 
c51 A~:O+S[IHL~SI 
161 I+.(tM)o.xO=O 
c71 J+iMxpO)pO 
181 V+V,I CRAMER J 
II91 +AlxtO<pS+H+S 
V 
V V+I CRAMER J;R;S;T;A;B:C;X;Y;Z;E;K 
Cl1 R B.V.H.. 4SEP07. USES SIGNS OF CRAMER DETS TO SCREEN 
c21 A GLOBAL INPUTS: P Q M 
c31 R+(P-l+P)C:II 
CSI S+(Q-l@Q)C;Jl 
[51 T+PC;Il-Q[;J1 
[61 X+xA+-fTxeR 
171 Y+xB+-fTxeS 
[Sl Z+xC+-fRxOS 
191 Et((l~lX-Z)~(l2lY-Z)hZtO)/~p~' 
Cl01 V+(BCEl+CCEI).CO.5I ACEltCCE1 
Cl11 E+(K+AfV<l)/E 
[121 V+ICE1.Cll(M+J)~El.[ll K/V 
V 
V R+ECKEN Q;L:A:B:D;Z 
Cl1 R B.V.H.. 29SEP67. PUSH AND PULL CORNERS. A BIT RANDOMLY 
[21 L+0.0002 
131 A+l$‘Q 
CSI B+- l$Q 
c51 D+(pQ)px-f(Q-B)xeQ-A 
[61 Z+Z++/Z+2?10 
c71 R+Q+LxDxQ-(ZCllxA)+ZC2lxB 
V 
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V 
[ll 
[21 
c31 
V 
V 
[II 
c21 
r31 
[41 
[51 
C61 
[71 
[El 
[91 
El01 
V 
V 
[ll 
c21 
c31 
141 
151 
[61 
[71 
C81 
V 
V 
111 
c21 
131 
[41 
[51 
[61 
V 
V 
El1 
[21 
c31 
c41 
c51 
C61 
V 
V 
Cl1 
[21 
[31 
[41 
151 
161 
[71 
V 
V 
Cl1 
[21 
131 
[41 
[Sl 
[61 
171 
ce1 
[91 
[lOI 
[ill 
[121 
Cl31 
El41 
Cl51 
[161 
[171 
V 
R+ELIDE P 
n B.V.X.. AUG.87: ELIMINATES FALSE VERTICES 
P+(vfltl+P-l$P)/P 
R+(l#l+-fRxel@R+P--l$‘P)/P 
C+P FREEBORD Q;X;Y 
R B.V.H.. 26AUG07. QcP. PcQ OR PnQ=@ (DETERMINED BY MODULO) 
I AND ORIENTATION OF P AND Q (DETERMINED BY AREA) JOINTLY 
A DEFINE RESULT SET IF APnAQ=@. OBSERVE THAT 0=2/1+1 ETC. 
R GLOBAL INPUT: R (=PERTURBED 4) 
Ye.0 
+AlxtX+P MODULO R 
Y+R MODULO P 
Al:X+2iX+O>AREA P 
Y+2iY+O>AREA Q 
G+(Y/l,[ll P),X/(1+YC11).C11 Q 
Z+U GETORIG V;A:B;S;T 
R B.V.X.. 28AUG87 
A INSERTS UNPERTURBED VALUES FROM U INTO V TO GET Z 
A+ 10 1 +.xV[l 2 ;I 
B+ 10 1 +.xU[l 2 ;I 
S+(AcB)/lpA 
T+(BcA)/lpB 
z+v 
Z[;Sl+UC:Tl 
B+P GRID V:U;G 
R B.V.H., 16AUG87. COMPUTES COORDINATES OF CROSS POINTS 
R GLOBAL INPUT: M 
P+PC;(tM).ll 
U++fV[1 3 :I 
G+V[3 3 :I 
S+INDICES V;K 
R B.V.H., 18AUG87. CREATES INDEX VECTORS S AND T BY 
R INTERSPERSING INDICES OF VERTICES AND CROSS POINTS 
CI GLOBAL INPUTS: M N GLOBAL OUTPUT: T 
K+M+N+ll+pV 
S+(K.tM)CA(+fVCl 3 :1).1Ml 
T+(K,M+tN)Cb(+fVC2 4 ;I).M+tNI 
U+S IOSTART T:I;K;D 
n B.V.H.. lBAUG87. ROTATES S FOR OUTSIDE START 
R GLOBAL INPUTS: M N P R B 
I+-~?CS>M+N)/L~S 
K+(T=S[II)/I~T 
D~SCI.I+ll,T[l+CpT)~K1 
U+(P.R.B)[;Dl 
U,@S 
He.9 T;G;J;I;K;O 
A 10AUG87. TOPOLOGICAL 
R GLOBAL M N COMPOUND INDEX 
O+M+N 
H+ 0 pJ+O 
Al:'Alx~O>S[~+I+ll 
A2:G+G,SCII 
K+(SCII=T)ItpT 
+A3xtO’TCK+l+(pT)tKl 
+A2x~CClltT[K1 
X+X.(J+J+1),[0.51 
S+(-StG)/S 
T+(-TcG)IT 
24 B. von Hohenbalken / Operations on nonconvex polygons 
V G+LIAISON X;A;C;N;I 
Cl1 R B.V.H.. AUG07; ELIMINATES DOUBLE COLUMNS 
121 G+ 3 0 oN+HCl+l:l+oHl 
r31 Al:A+(H[i;]=;)/H~2 ; I] 
c41 C+ELIDE A 
c51 G+G.I,Cll C 
C61 +AlxtNZI+I+l 
V 
V C+P MODULO Q;V;M;N 
Cl1 R B.V.H., 18AUG87. RAY-THROUGH-CLOSED-CURVE APPROACH 
[21 R ASSUMES APnAQ=$: IF QcP, C=l 
r31 M+l+pP 
c41 NtpCt(~+llP.Q)xT/,IP,Q 
[51 CHT.Cl.51 QC; 1 2l+.xC++/C 
C61 V+P COEFFICIENTS C 
r71 C+2(0.5xlSpV 
V 
V N+E ROUND M 
[ll R B.V.H.. 18AVG87. ROUNDS M TO E DECIMALS 
c21 N+~(LO.S+MxlO*E)+lO*E 
111 
PI 
131 
141 
151 
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